
Appendix 2 

Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan Decision Statement Regulation 18 

XX November 2020 

Background 

The designated neighbourhood area for the Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan comprises the 

Civil Parish of Great Torrington. On 24th November 2014, Torridge District Council (“the Council”) 

formally approved the designation of the Great Torrington Neighbourhood Area, following an 

application by Great Torrington Town Council (“the Town Council”) and a six-week consultation, in 

accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012. 
 

As a “qualifying body”1 the Town Council submitted the draft Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan 

(the ”Neighbourhood Plan”), in November 2018, along with supporting documents, to the Council 

for consultation, independent examination and the remaining stages of the draft documents 

preparation in accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General)  Regulations 2012 (as 

amended). 
 

The Council then published the Neighbourhood Plan and supporting documents, as required by 

Regulation 16 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) and invited 

representations to be made over the period 14th February and 28th March 2019. 
 

In April 2019, the Council appointed an independent examiner, Mr M. Lee MA MRTPI AMInstLM 

MTCPA NPIERS NSI, to examine the Neighbourhood Plan and consider whether it should proceed to 

referendum. 
 

The examination took place over the period April to December 2019 and the Council received the 

final Report of Examination on 8th December 2019. The examiner dealt with the examination by 

means of written representations, as he did not feel there was the need for a hearing. The Report of 

Examination recommended specific modifications to the Neighbourhood Plan and that the modified 

Neighbourhood Plan is progressed to a referendum. It also recommended that the boundary of the 

referendum area should follow the boundary of the designated Neighbourhood Area (the Civil Parish 

of Great Torrington). 

 

The Council published Report of Examination on its website on 16th December 2019.  
 

Regulation 18 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) requires the 

Council to decide whether to reject a neighbourhood plan proposal or to progress the plan to a 

referendum, what the referendum area should be, what modifications (if any) to make to the plan 

and what action to take in response to the examiner’s recommendations. 

 

 

 

                                                
1
 A definition of “qualifying body” is provided at section 38A(12) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 

2004 (as inserted by paragraph 7 of the Localism Act 2011) 



The Council’s Decision 
 

The Council agrees with the recommendations in the Report of Examination. It has decided to 

modify the Neighbourhood Plan as per these recommendations, as well as to make additional minor 

modification, reflecting the Examiner’s recommendations and to correct errors in the 

Neighbourhood Plan that the report did not address2. 

 

The Council has also decided to progress the modified neighbourhood plan to a referendum of 

eligible registered voters within the Great Torrington Neighbourhood Area. This decision was made 

at a meeting of the Council on 2nd November 2020. 

 

A list of all modifications to the submission Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan, as agreed by the 

Council are provided at the end if this statement. 

 

Documents  

The following documents are available on the  Council’s website: 

https://www.torridge.gov.uk/torringtonnp  

 

 Examiner’s Report - Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan 

 Schedule of Modifications to the submission Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan 

 Modified Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan, incorporating the schedule of 

modifications. 

 

For any questions please contact the Planning Policy team through 01237 428700 or email 

localplan@torridge.gov.uk  

 

  

                                                
2
 Modifications made in accordance with paragraph 12(6) of Schedule 4B of the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990 (as applied to neighbourhood plans by section 38A of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004) 

https://www.torridge.gov.uk/torringtonnp
mailto:localplan@torridge.gov.uk


Schedule of modifications to the Great Torrington Neighbourhood Plan 

 

Recommendation 
number/paragraph 
of Examiner’s Report 

Plan reference -
section/policy  
(Submission 
/Referendum Plan 
paragraph) 

Modification Reason for modification 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Front cover Submission Plan (November 2018) 
Referendum Plan (May 2021) 2018-2031 

To reflect the progression 
from a Submission to 
Referendum Neighbourhood 
Plan. When the plan is ”made” 
the status and date will be 
changed to reflect the date of 
adoption. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Multiple sections and 
paragraphs 
throughout the Plan. 
 

Amendments to correct punctuation, provide for consistency, improve 
presentation and remove unnecessary numbering of titles; these details are not 
set out in the schedule, they have been applied to the Referendum Plan. 

To improve the presentation 
of the Plan and its consistency 
and readability. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.2 

All paragraphs 
throughout the Plan, 
except some titles. 

All paragraphs numbered. This is a practical requirement 
for every sub-section and 
individual paragraphs to be 
individually enumerated for 
greater ease. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 2.0 
(paragraph 2.2) 

Following the Plan’s pre-submission consultation which ended on 14th May 
2018, all comments received were reviewed by the Town Council and changes 
were made to the draft Plan. The then submission Plan will be further finalised 
and then was submitted to Torridge District Council (the District Council). The 
District Council will then undertake undertook a six-week consultation on the 
draft Plan, over the period 14th February – 28th March 2019. An independent 
examiner will be was then appointed by the District Council to examine the 
draft submission Plan to assure assess  

To update the Plan’s status in 
moving towards a referendum 
Plan and clarify the Basic 
Conditions requirements. 



whether it accords met with the following ‘basic conditions’, which require it 
to: 
 

• have appropriate regard to for national policy; 
• contribute towards the achievement of sustainable development; 
• be in general conformity with the strategic policies in the development 
plan for the local area; and 
• Demonstrate be compatible compliance with all relevant EU obligations 
and human rights requirements. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 2.0 
(paragraph 2.3) 

The examination of the Plan was will generally be conducted by means of 
written representations; oral hearings will not normally be required to ensure a 
neighbourhood plan is adequately examined. The examiner (Mr. S Lee, MA 
MRTPI AMInst LM MTCPA NPIERS NSI) will issued a report to the District 
Council and Great Torrington Town Council (the Town Council) on 8th 
December 2019, which will state if he/she is minded to recommend that the 
draft Plan should proceed to referendum which concluded that subject to the 
recommendations contained within the report being accepted, the Plan 
would meet the basic conditions, as set out above and could be submitted to 
a referendum. 
 

To update the Plan’s status in 
that it has been assessed by 
the named examiner with a 
positive recommendation. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 4.0 
(paragraph 4.4/4.3) 

The basic condition for EU obligations includes the Strategic Environmental 
Assessment Directive, which requires an assessment for neighbourhood plans 
that are likely to have significant environmental impacts. The District Council, 
in consultation with prescribed consultees determined that a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment was not required, as is set out in the Basic 
Conditions Statement. Although as the Plan As Great Torrington allocates sites 
for development and the neighbourhood area contains sensitive natural or 
heritage assets that may be affected by the proposals in the Plan, a 
Sustainability Appraisal has been prepared. 
 

To correct the need for a SEA, 
reflecting the Torridge District 
Council SEA/HRA scoping 
report as referenced in the 
examiner’s report in 
paragraph 2.17. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 

Section 4.0 
(paragraph 4.6/4.4) 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s 
planning policies for England. and was revised in July 2018 How the Plan has 
regard to the NPPF is set out in the Basic Conditions Statement. Although the 
2019 NPPF is now in place, stated transitional arrangements require this Plan 

To clarify the context of the 
NPPF and which version of the 
NPPF the Plan is considered 
against. 



Council) to be considered on the basis of the 2012 NPPF. The NPPF provides the basis 
for local planning authorities to prepare their local plans and for communities 
producing neighbourhood plans. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council 

Section 4.0 
(paragraph 4.10/4.7) 

The North Devon and Torridge Local Plan (2011-2031) was adopted on 29th 
October 2018; and it sets out a spatial vision and development strategy for 
Great Torrington. The spatial vision provides that as follows: 
 

Great Torrington will develop as a self-sufficient local service centre with a 
vibrant, independent retail and employment offering. Great Torrington will be 
enhanced and promoted through tourism and leisure utilising its unique 
cultural heritage as well as the natural environment of the Commons. Its future 
will be supported through small to medium scale employment and housing 
development and the successful regeneration of key sites and buildings both 
within the historic town centre and urban fringe. A creative and dynamic 
community will be fostered through improved access to arts, culture and leisure 
facilities. 
 

To highlight the context that 
the North Devon and Torridge 
Local Plan (2011-2031) has in 
setting out the spatial vision 
and development strategy for 
Great Torrington. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 5.0 
(paragraph 5.11/5.9) 

There is also a local demand for assisted living developments to accommodate 
the growing elderly population and the disabled accommodation to meet the 
needs of an increasingly aging population5 and to accommodate households 
that require6 supported housing. 
 

Footnotes: 
5
 2008-2017 Torridge Profiles: https://www.torridge.gov.uk/article/15446/Ward-

Profiles    
6
Torridge District Council Urban Housing Needs Assessments: 

http://www.torridge.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=12978&p=0 
 

To clarify the statement in 
having regard for policy H1 
and identify the evidential 
base provided for in the 
statement through the 
addition of footnotes. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 5.0 
(paragraph 5.21/5.17) 

The North Devon and Torridge Green Infrastructure Strategy 2013-20317 
determined that there is was a good current access to plan and amenity space 
in Great Torrington and that a range of open space and recreational 
requirements would be generated from the housing development planned for 
in the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan. The strategy also recognised the 
need for the town’s tennis courts to be refurbished. supply of open space. 
Although there is not a shortage of sports pitches, existing courts such as tennis 

To update in order to reflect 
the findings of the Green 
Infrastructure Strategy and 
adjust the references provided 
in support of this statement 
for clarity. Updated the 
reference to the capacity of 

https://www.torridge.gov.uk/article/15446/Ward-Profiles
https://www.torridge.gov.uk/article/15446/Ward-Profiles
http://www.torridge.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=12978&p=0


courts require enhancement. There is also a current demand8 for and future 
need9 for allotments in Great Torrington. as there are currently 13 people on 
the waiting list. Although Great Torrington has a good variety of leisure and 
recreational facilities; there will however be the need even greater pressure for 
additional facilities as the town grows over time. In terms of educational 
facilities, the primary, junior and infant schools are nearing full capacity and an 
additional primary school and early year’s provision is severely needed. 
Currently Great Torrington children are being bussed out to village schools. As 
of January 2016 2019, the Great Torrington Bluecoat C of E primary school was 
at 98 95% of its capacity. 
 
Footnotes: 
8
 Great Torrington Town Council allotment waiting list 

9
North Devon and Torridge Green Infrastructure Strategy 2013-2031. Available at: 

consult.torridge.gov.uk/file/3371346 
 

the primary school in light of 
new data. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 5.0 
(paragraph 5.25/5.20) 

Great Torrington has experienced recent limited employment development on 
sites allocated for economic development employment estates in the past in 
the Torridge District Local Plan12. For over 5- 14 years, a site of 4.62 hectares of 
undeveloped land has been available east of adjoining the Hatchmoor 
Industrial Estate, was allocated for economic development. The site remained 
undeveloped and has not been maintained as an employment allocation in 
the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan with no indication of progression for 
employment purposes. The North Devon and Torridge Local Plan allocates a 
new 4 hectare site adjoining the Hatchmoor Industrial Estate to deliver has 
now allocated 4 hectares for the delivery of economic development that 
provides a mix of premises to support reflective of the site and appropriate to 
enable business start-ups and expansion. Development of this site should this 
will hopefully improve the availability of employment provision opportunities 
in Great Torrington. 
 

Footnote: 
12 

Torridge District Local Plan (1997-2011). Available at: 
https://www.torridge.gov.uk/article/11250/The-Torridge-District-Local-Plan-1997---

To clarify the status of the 
referenced employment sites. 

file:///C:/Users/Rachel/Dropbox%20(MB%20Planning%20Ltd)/Office%20team%20folder/JOBS/GT%20PLAN/DRAFT%20PLAN%20DOCUMENTS/NEIGHBOURHOOD%20PLAN/1.%20NEWEST%20VERSION/consult.torridge.gov.uk/file/3371346
https://www.torridge.gov.uk/article/11250/The-Torridge-District-Local-Plan-1997---2011-Superseded-29-October-2018


2011-Superseded-29-October-2018 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 5.0  
(paragraph 5.26/5.21) 

In addition to the Hatchmoor site, some limited opportunities for employment-
based development exist on the former creamery and abattoir sites. Although 
both are subject to significant constraints, consequent of their previous use, it 
is recognised considered that there are opportunities for the sites have the 
potential to be redeveloped on a mixed-use basis in the interest of 
regeneration. The creamery site is subject to a Local Plan allocation (Policy 
GTT01), which provides for its redevelopment with a focus on housing with 
some employment. will be redeveloped with a focus on housing, as set out in 
Local Plan Policy GTT01 and reflected in planning application 
1/0039/2016/OUTM.  
 

To clarify the referenced site’s 
development status and that 
the referenced sites will 
deliver limited employment 
opportunities. Removed 
reference to specific 
applications that may become 
outdated during the lifetime 
of the neighbourhood plan. 

Section 2.0 
Paragraph 2.5 

Section 6.0, 
(paragraphs 6.1-6.6) 

Addition of labelling and text in bold and/or italics. To give clarity to the vision of 
the plan. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.4 

Section 8.0 
Policy ENV1: 
Landscape Protection 

Development Planning applications will be supported which demonstrates 
sensitivity to the distinctive landscape character of the area by that retaining 
local features,  of nature conservation, cultural or landscape value, including 
such as mature trees, species-rich hedgerows, ponds and  existing areas of 
woodland of nature conservation, cultural and landscape value, in accordance 
with the principles of the mitigation hierarchy, to avoid harm wherever 
possible, or else mitigate, or compensate where mitigation is not possible. 
and are sensitive to the distinctive character of the area 
 

To improve the usability of the 
policy for development 
management purposes.  

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.6 

Section 8.0 
Policy ENV2: Wildlife 
Enhancement 

Development will proposals shall be supported which improve the connectivity 
between wildlife areas and green spaces, to improve enhances ecosystem 
service function and resilience and/or improve the wildlife value of private and 
community land; creating new habitats where possible in accordance with Local 
Plan Policy DM08.by: 
 

a) improving connectivity between wildlife areas and green spaces;  
b) increasing the wildlife value of private and community land, and/or;  
c) creating new habitats.   

To remove an inappropriate 
and unnecessary reference for 
compliance with a Local Plan 
policy and to increase its 
efficacy as a development 
management tool. 

Section 5.0 Section 8.0 Development proposals providing and/or enhancing which secure the To ensure the policy maintains 

https://www.torridge.gov.uk/article/11250/The-Torridge-District-Local-Plan-1997---2011-Superseded-29-October-2018


Paragraph 5.8 Policy ENV3: Enhance 
the Green 
Infrastructure of the 
Parish 

provision and enhancement of green infrastructure that benefits the 
community and the environment will be supported, whether as an essential 
mitigation justified by the impact of that development or as a standalone 
green infrastructure proposal. 
 
 

relevance and applicability 
across all development 
proposals. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.10 

Section 8.0 
Policy ENV4: Dark 
Skies 

Planning applications for Developments which respects the area’s dark skies, 
takes account of the town’s position in the landscape and minimise light 
pollution shall will be supported. 

To simplify and remove the 
imperative in order to be 
more effective as a 
development management 
tool. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.7/8.8) 

The Torridge Valley and adjacent slopes are a Devon County designated dark 
sky area34. Therefore, any development in or near a protected area of dark sky 
or an intrinsically dark landscape where iIt is desirable to minimise new light 
sources, development proposals should fully incorporate sensible lighting 
schemes. Lighting schemes can be costly and difficult to change, so getting the 
design right and setting appropriate conditions at the planning stage is 
important.  
 

To remove an unqualified 
reference and provide 
improved relevance to the 
modified policy ENV4. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.12 

Section 8.0 
Policy ENV5: 
Renewable Energy 

Residential and commercial Developments proposals which use passive solar 
gain from building orientation and/or incorporate renewable energy generation 
provision into building design shall will be supported. 

To simplify the reference to 
cover all development and 
remove unnecessary 
reference to building/design 
to allow the policy to cover all 
development scenarios. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.14 

Section 8.0 
Policy H1: Housing 
Types 

Housing development proposals shall provide for a mix of housing types that 
will be informed by the most up to date Strategic Housing Market Assessment 
and local evidence of housing need. In particular, applicants will need to 
demonstrate how they have considered and addressed the housing needs of 
older households and young families. Development providing four or more 
residential units shall provide a mix of housing types which reflects identified 
housing needs. 

To simplify the policy to cover 
development of multiple 
residential units, remove 
citation to specific documents 
that could become outdated 
and move some wording to 
the supporting text.  

                                                
 



 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.14 and 
further modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.12/8.13) 

In order to support a balanced community, housing should meet the needs of 
local people. and not be disproportionately weighted towards two and three-
bedroom dwellings, as has been the perception in recent years. The mix of 
house types and tenures will be based on the most up-to-date evidence15 at the 
time an application is made, which will aim to ensure a reasonable balance. 
Additionally, regard should also be had to the site’s context where this might 
have an influence on the choice of and/or opportunity for a particular mix of 
housing types. 

To remove the reference to 
previously built dwellings that 
cannot be evidenced and the 
addition of a reference to site 
context as a potential 
influence on housing mix. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.13/8.14) 

Applicants will need to demonstrate how they have considered and 
addressed wide ranging housing needs, including those of older households 
and young families; the mix of which should be informed by strategic or local 
evidence.  Older households would contain include at least one adult 65+ and 
young families would contain include at least one child under the age of 18. 
 

To add clarity as to what will 
be required from applicants 
with regards to the 
demonstration of housing 
needs. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.14/8.15) 

Key findings from the Town Lands and Alms Report indicated that the 
community has aspirations towards 4-bedroom family accommodation. The 
Joint Needs Assessment16 recognises there is a growing ageing population in 
Great Torrington and that one-bedroom dwellings are in demand. Many 
residents are content to continue into retirement in their current homes, whilst 
other seek alternative housing in the town, such as smaller dwellings and 
sheltered dwellings, mainly single storey and with modest gardens. 
 

To alter to a more precise 
evidenced reference. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraphs 8.15-
8.17) 

The Lifetime Homes Standard was established in the mid-1990s to incorporate 
a set of principles that should be implicit in good housing design. Good design, 
in this context, is considered to be design that maximizes utility, independence 
and quality of life, while not compromising other design issues such as 
aesthetics or cost effectiveness. 
 

The Lifetime Homes Standard seeks to enable ‘general needs’ housing to 
provide, either from the outset or through simple and cost-effective 
adaptation, design solutions that meet the existing and changing needs of 
diverse households. This offers the occupants more choice over where they live 
and which visitors they can accommodate for any given time scale. It is 
therefore an expression of Inclusive Design. 
 

To ensure the supporting text 
is relevant to the related 
Policy. The issue of design 
raised in the deleted 
supporting text is addressed 
through the North Devon and 
Torridge Local Plan. 



There is a set of 16 design criteria that provide a model for building accessible 
and adaptable homes. Applications for all new housing development should 
complete a Lifetime Homes Standards checklist as part of the Design and Access 
Statement. Applicants must be able to provide justification for any non-
compliance. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.16 

Section 8.0 
Policy H2: Allocation 
of Affordable Housing 

Affordable housing in Great Torrington will initially be subject to a local 
connection, meaning that people with a strong connection to the town or 
surrounding parishes and whose needs are not met by open market will be first 
to be offered the tenancy or shared ownership of the home.  
Affordable housing provision shall be prioritised for occupancy by those: 
a) with a strong connection to the Plan area or surrounding parishes, 
and; 
b) whose needs are not met by open market housing, being given first 
option to take tenancy or shared ownership. 
 

To simplify the policy and 
make it easier to apply as a 
development management 
tool. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.20/8.18) 

The occupation of affordable housing will be restricted to households in need of 
affordable housing, and in the first instance priority will be given to those 
applicants with a local connection to additionally, within Great Torrington and 
the surrounding parishes at least one of the following criteria must be satisfied 
required to be met by perspective prospective occupants: 
 
(a) at least one adult in the household was resident continuously for a 
minimum of five years immediately prior to occupation; 
(b) at least one adult of the household was resident for five years within 
the previous ten years immediately prior to occupation;  
(c) at least one parent, guardian, child or sibling, of at least one adult in the 
intended household, has been resident for a minimum of five years 
immediately prior to occupation; or 
(d) at least one adult in the household has been in continuous employment 
for at least 16 hours a week in Great Torrington or the surrounding parishes for 
at least five years immediately prior to occupation. 

To ensure the supporting text 
is consistent with the related 
policy and correction of 
terminology. 

Section 5 
Paragraph 5.18 

Section 8.0 
Policy H3: Design and 

To meet with specific requirements in Great Torrington, new housing 
developments should ensure: 

To remove vague and 
unqualified terms and readjust 



Layout  
• Sufficient private garden amenity space, appropriate to the size of the 
property 
• Parking is located in between houses (rather than in front) so that it 
does not dominate the street scene 
 

Having regard to site character and context, residential development shall, 
where practicable, provide: 
 

a) domestic curtilage/garden in the form of private amenity space 
screened from public view at a level commensurate with the size of the 
dwelling it serves, and; 
b) parking space between buildings which ensures such provision does 
not dominate the street scene. 
 

the structure to reinforce the 
imperative and enable 
effective application and 
flexibility. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.18 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.25/8.23) 

Amenity space is an essential part of the character and quality of the 
environment of residential properties. Garden space should not be reduced to a 
point where it is out of scale or fails to meet the present and future occupiers 
need for adequate useable private amenity space. All residential properties 
require some in-curtilage private open space, usually to the rear, compatible 
with the overall size of the plot, for normal domestic activities, such as, bin 
storage, clothes drying, sitting out and play space. This space should enjoy a 
high degree of privacy from the public street and from any other public places. 
The appropriateness of private amenity space provided with residential 
development will be considered having regard to national guidance and as 
relevant supplementary planning guidance prepared by the District Council. 
 
 

To provide guidance as to the 
means by which private 
amenity space will be 
assessed.  

Section 5.0 
Paragraphs 5.20, 5.22 
and 5.24 

Section 8.0 
Policies T1: Parking, 
T2: Pedestrians and 
Cyclists and T3: 
Residential Parking 

TI1: T1:  Car Parking 
TI2: T2: Pedestrians and Cyclists 
TI3: T3: Residential Parking 

To prevent confusion due to 
the similarity between an 
uppercase ‘I’ and the number 
1, the letter ‘I’ has been 
omitted from the policy 
reference. 
 

Section 5.0 Section 8.0 Development proposals should consider and address the related provision of To simplify and streamline the 



Paragraph 5.20 Policy T1: Parking off-street parking. Proposals that involve the loss of existing on-street parking 
or off-street parking at the locations identified on the Policies Map must 
replace the spaces lost within a convenient walking distance. 
 

Development generating a need for parking shall make: 
a) adequate provision for on-site parking, to meet anticipated needs, 
and; 
b) compensatory provision within a short walking distance for spaces 
lost from on-street parking or existing car parks at South Street, Barley Grove 
and/or New Street (as identified on the two maps overleaf below). 
 

policy to provide a robust and 
effective development 
management tool. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.20 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.29/8.28) 

In accordance with Policy T1, any compensatory car parking provision 
required to account for spaces lost due to development should be provided 
within a short walking distance of those spaces that are lost. A short walking 
distance is taken to be a maximum of 480m (equivalent to a 10 minute 
walking time) from the lost spaces, as measured along a route accessible and 
safe to pedestrians. 
 

To clarify what is determined 
to be as a short walking 
distance for the application of 
Policy T1. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.22 

Section 8.0 
Policy T2: Pedestrians 
and Cyclists 

All major residential and commercial developments shall make adequate on-
site and off-site  should deliver, through planning obligations or otherwise, 
appropriate provision for pedestrians and cyclists,., This should seek to create 
routes (either by enhancing existing paths or by creating entirely new paths) 
that provide for creating or contributing to the creation of safe and attractive 
walking and routes (by enhancing existing or creating new paths)within the 
development and beyond, particularly to Torrington the town centre, the main 
employment centres and schools. Pedestrian and cycling routes should shall 
seek to: 
 

• keep road crossings and changes in level to a minimum; 
• be suitable for those with wheelchairs, frames, buggies or other 
mobility aids; 
• Where possible, be separated either physically or with lane markings, 
and; 
 

Proposals to provide a designated cycle route from linking the Tarka Trail to the 
town centre will be supported. 

To simplify and streamline the 
policy to provide a robust and 
effective development 
management tool. 



 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.32/8.31) 

A “major development” is defined as development involving one or more of the 
following: 
(a) the provision of dwellinghouses housing where— 
(i) the number of dwellinghouses homes to be provided is 10 or more; or 
(ii) the development is to be carried out on a site having an area of 0.5 hectares 
or more and it is not known whether the development falls within sub-
paragraph (a)(i); 
(b) the provision of non- residential development where:  
(i) additional floorspace of 1,000m2 or more, or  
(ii) building or buildings where the floor space to be created by the 
development is 1,000 square metres or more; or development on a site of an 
area of 1 hectare or more. 
(c) development carried out on a site having an area of 1 hectare or more.   
 

Revision to reflect national 
planning policy (NPPF 2019 
Annex 2). 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.24 

Section 8.0 
Policy T3: Residential 
Parking 

a) Residential parking provision should be adequate, well integrated and 
located where it is accessible and likely to be well used designed to meet the 
anticipated needs of residents and visitors alike, well integrated and 
accessible to encourage maximum usage, based on the following minimum 
levels per dwelling: 
 
The following table indicates minimum parking allocations required per 
dwelling: 
 

 On-siteplot/allocated 
parking/garage spaces per 
dwelling 

Cycle parking/storage 
spaces provided per 
dwelling 

1 Bed 1 1 

2 Bed 2 2 

3 Bed 2 2 

4 Beds + 3 2 

 
Garages smaller than 7m x 3m will not count towards overall parking 
requirements. Garages must have functional entrances and sufficient space 

To contain all parking 
standards for residential 
development under one policy 
(TI4 combined into T3) and to 
make the policy more user 
friendly for development 
management purposes. 



provided for the opening and closing of garage doors. 
 

Residential developments will be expected to take account of the demand for 
visitor parking and provide spaces accordingly. 
b) developments shall include a minimum of one visitor parking space 
per four dwellings with one in ten of such spaces a minimum of 3.6m wide, to 
accommodate the needs of young families and disabled users. 
c) development with lower provision may be considered acceptable in 
areas of high accessibility or where the type of residential development 
proposed is likely to generate less demand (such as sheltered accommodation 
and/or in town centre locations) when applicants will be required to 
demonstrate the proposed level of parking provision would be unlikely to 
result in increased demand for parking in the surrounding area or that 
sufficient capacity or alternative provision is available (e.g. in public car 
parks). 
 

Residential development that provides less than the required standards will 
only be considered acceptable in circumstances where there are areas of high 
accessibility, or for specific types of residential development that create a lower 
demand for parking, such as sheltered accommodation. In these circumstances, 
applicants will be required to demonstrate that their proposals for car parking 
and cycle provision would not have an adverse impact on parking in the 
surrounding area. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.26 

Section 8.0 
Policy TI4: Visitor 
Parking 

Residential developments will be expected to take account of the demand for 
visitor parking and provide spaces accordingly. Developments should include: 
 

 0.25 visitor parking spaces per dwelling, rounded up to the 
nearest whole number. 

 10% of visitor parking spaces to be a minimum of 3.6m wide, to 
accommodate the needs of young families and disabled users. 

 

To contain all parking 
standards for residential 
development under one policy 
(TI4 combined into T3) and to 
make the policy more user 
friendly for development 
management purposes. 



N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 
 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.39/8.38) 

The planning portal residential parking standards4 set out the car parking 
provision required for residents in developments on green-field sites or in low-
density areas. The total requirements given include spaces for visitors. 
Combining policies TI3 AND TI4, from this Plan, comply with those standards. 
 

To avoid confusion in referring 
to a policy which is deleted. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.28 

Section 8.0 
Policy CF1: 
Community Facilities 

Proposals for new and/or enhanced sporting and recreational facilities, 
including allotments, will be supported so as to enhance the range and quality 
of facilities within the town, providing any such development would not be 
detrimental to the character of the area or the amenity of any nearby residents.  
 

Proposals should be flexible in design so that different need groups and 
activities can be accommodated. 
 

Contributions may be sought from housing developments to secure delivery of 
such facilities, through methods such as planning obligations or the Community 
Infrastructure Levy. 
 

Proposals that involve the loss of open space, sports and recreational buildings 
and land, including playing fields, whether privately or publicly owned, will be 
developed in a reasonable time scale to ensure continuity of use and to provide 
facilities of an equivalent or improved standard. 
 

Development that would result in a reduction of existing recreation facilities in 
the countryside, including public rights of way and other recreational routes, 
will not be supported. 
 

Proposals which provide new, replacement and/or enhanced sport and 
recreational facilities, including allotments, will be supported where: 
a) they would enhance the range and quality of facilities within the 
town; 
b) they would not be detrimental to the character of the area or the 

To provide enumerated 
criteria to simplify policy use 
for development 
management, to remove a 
reference to the Community 
Infrastructure Levy and to add 
guidance in relation to the loss 
of a countryside recreational 
facility. 
 

                                                
 
 



amenity of any nearby residential property; 
c) their flexible design ensures different need groups and activities are 
accommodated, and; 
d) any loss of open space, sport and/or recreational facility is replaced to 
an equivalent or improved standard, whether on or off-site, with no reduction 
in accessibility, within a reasonable timescale to ensure continuity of use, 
and; 
e) where on-site provision is not possible or appropriate, alternative off-
site delivery or provision will be sought through financial contributions of 
broadly equivalent value. 
 

Development proposals that affect public rights of way and other recreational 
routes will be supported only where there is no overall loss of connectivity or 
reduction in accessibility both of and to the public right of way or recreational 
route. 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
Objective 

Objective: Increased economic development opportunities through the use of 
appropriately located previously developed land. Existing employment sites 
are encouraged to be kept for employment use. 

To provide consistency with 
the revised Policy EM1. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.30 

Section 8.0 
Policy EM1: 
Employment 
Development 

EM1: EMPLOYMENT USES ON URBAN BROWNFIELD LAND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Planning applications for the reuse of brownfield land Economic development 
proposals on previously developed land within the continuous built-up form of 
the town of Great Torrington area for employment uses will generally be 
supported where they demonstrate appropriate regard for existing 
neighbouring uses there are no substantial adverse impacts on neighbouring 
uses. 
 

To update the terminology 
and adjust to accord with the 
NPPF. 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.49/8.48) 

In 2011 unemployment in Great Torrington increased to levels higher than 
those experienced across Torridge and Devon County. Historically, the town has 
experienced high levels of unemployment that resulted from the closure of the 
Dairy Crest Creamery and North Devon Meats and through the down scaling of 

To provide a more recent 
position of unemployment 
levels. 



Council) manufacturing at Dartington Crystal. Unemployment levels have improved in 
recent years and are now reflective of levels across Torridge24. 
 
Footnote: 
24 2017 Torrington Ward Profile (TDC): 

https://www.torridge.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=18050&p=0 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(deleted paragraph 
following 8.52-8.54) 

It is important that the potential for all employment uses are considered on the 
site before planning applications are made for non-employment uses. Where a 
business is coming to the end of its economic life or has ceased trading 
altogether, applicants will be expected to submit a Viability Statement as part 
of the planning application. The Viability Statement should provide proof of 
marketing and demonstrate that there is no realistic prospect of retaining or re-
using the site in its current use. The viability case will be considered along with 
other policy considerations. Proof of marketing should include all of the 
following criteria: 
 

 The land/premises has/have been widely marketed through an agent or 
surveyor at a price that reflects its current market or rental value for 
employment purposes, and no reasonable offer has been refused. The 
period of marketing should be 18 months long; 

 The land/premises have been regularly advertised in the local press and 
regional press, property press, specialist trade papers and any free 
papers covering relevant areas. This should initially be weekly 
advertising for the first month, followed by monthly advertising for the 
remainder of the marketing period. Advertisements should be targeted 
at the appropriate target audience; 

 The land/premises have been continuously included on the agent’s 
website, the agent’s own papers and lists of commercial/business 
premises for the marketing period; 

 There has been an agent’s advertisement board on each site frontage 
to the highway throughout the marketing period. 

 

The Viability Statement should also detail the following information: 

 Details of current occupation of the buildings and where this function 

To avoid the inclusion of text 
within the Plan, which has no 
relationship to the included 
policies. The issues of 
safeguarding employment 
land and development viability 
raised in the deleted 
supporting text are addressed 
through the North Devon and 
Torridge Local Plan. 

https://www.torridge.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=18050&p=0


would be relocated; 

 Details as to why the site location makes it unsuitable for existing uses 

 Any physical constraints making the site difficult to accommodate 
existing uses; 

 Environmental considerations/amenity issues; and 

 Consideration, firstly, for a mixed-use scheme involving the existing use 
and other compatible uses, secondly, for other employment generating 
uses such as those relating to tourism, leisure, retail and residential 
institutions and, thirdly, of the viability of providing affordable housing 
on the site, which could meet a specific local need, before 
consideration of market housing. 

 

In certain cases, for example, where a significant departure from policy is 
proposed, the District Council may seek to independently verify the Viability 
Statement, and the applicant will be required to bear the cost of independent 
verification. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.32 

Section 8.0 
Policy EM2: Retail 
Development 

Further Retail development within the defined town centre boundary will be 
supported where provided it: 
• is scaled appropriately not of such a scale that it is likely to adversely 
affect the viability of to the existing retail units enterprises; 
• complements or builds on existing retail provision; and 
• demonstrates the potential to sustain and/or extend the range of retail 
choice to residents, visitors and tourists. 
 

To adjust the phrasing and 
enumeration of criteria to 
make the policy a more 
effective development 
management tool. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.32 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.55/8.51) 

The town centre boundary is that defined in the North Devon and Torridge 
Local Plan55, as the area defined on the local authorities’ proposals map Policies 
Map, which also defines a, including the Primary Shopping Area, which is the 
area and areas predominantly occupied by main town centre uses. within or 
adjacent to the Primary Shopping Area. 
 

Footnote 

To guide the scope of the 
application of Policy EM2, with 
regard to the definition of the 
town centre boundary. 

                                                
 
 



25
 North Devon and Torridge Local Plan (2011-2031) Torrington Policies Map. Available 

via: https://consult.torridge.gov.uk/portal/planning/localplan/adoption/ 
 

N/A (Further 
modification 
recommended by 
Torridge District 
Council) 

Section 8.0 
(paragraph 8.56/8.52) 

Consultations and anecdotal evidence indicate a perception by some residents 
and businesses that ‘the town is dying’.  Monitoring26 by the District Council 
indicates vacancy rates ranging from 4.7%-9.57% over the period 2011-2019, 
within the Town Centre; 9.57% being the vacancy rate at June 2019, which 
was just below the national average of 10%. In fact, monthly monitoring of 
vacancies in Town Centre business premises from June to December 2015 
indicated a top vacancy rate of 14%, compared to the national average of 13%.  
Out-of-town and internet shopping are well-known and are considered to 
represent a continuing threat to small town businesses27. 
 

Footnote: 
26

 Torridge and North Deon and Torridge Authority Monitoring Reports (2011/2012-
2018/2019) Available at: https://www.torridge.gov.uk/Authority-Monitoring-Report-
AMR 
27 Local shop monitoring:  A. Williams. 
 

To include more recent 
monitoring data of vacancy 
rates with comparison to the 
national average. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.34 

Section 8.0 
Policy EM3: Tourism 
and Hospitality 

EM3: INNOVATION IN TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY 
 

Innovations in the provision and extension of tourism and hospitality facilities 
will be supported.  
Proposals that protect and enhance the Tarka Valley Railway project will be 
supported. 
Development proposals will be supported where they would: 
a) improve and/or extend existing tourism and hospitality facilities, or; 
b) support the enhancement of or not prejudice the future development 
of the Tarka Valley Railway project. 
 

To delete reference to 
innovation as is not a readily 
definable term.  Policy 
restructure is required to 
enhance clarify and improve 
effectiveness as a 
development management 
tool. 

Section 5.0, 
Paragraph 5.35 

Section 8.0 
Policy EM4: 
Opportunities for 
Employment 

Planning applications for the expansion of existing businesses and the provision 
of employment through the development of business and industrial (B use 
classes), public and community and town centre uses in appropriate locations 
will be supported. 
 

Expansion of business and employment provision in appropriate locations will 
be supported where it can be demonstrated that there would be no 

To remove unnecessary 
references. 

https://consult.torridge.gov.uk/portal/planning/localplan/adoption/
https://www.torridge.gov.uk/Authority-Monitoring-Report-AMR
https://www.torridge.gov.uk/Authority-Monitoring-Report-AMR


consequent substantial adverse impact on residential living conditions and/or 
highway safety. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.36 

Section 8.0 
paragraph 5.63/5.59) 

The following development proposals to provide opportunities for local 
employment shall be viewed favourably, subject to other policy conditions, 
including the locational qualifications set out it in the North Devon and 
Torridge Local Plan: 

 a range of small and medium sized business, including those working in 
technology, arts/media, niche industries and internet marketing; 

 the establishment of business ‘hubs’ with shared services and business 
support; 

 agriculture, market gardening and other horticultural enterprises; 

 social enterprises, particularly where there are tangible benefits to the 
neighbourhood; and 

 commercial developments which offer full-time employment, including 
live/work’ units which incorporate accommodation for owners and 
partners.  

 

To clarify how appropriate 
locations will be determined. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.38 

Section 9.0 
Policy SA01: Land for 
Cemetery Expansion 

The site is allocated for future cemetery provision for the town. The 
approximately 2.5ha site identified in Policy Map 1 ‘Land for Cemetery 
Expansion’ shall be reserved for future cemetery provision. 

To clarify that the land is 
retained solely for cemetery 
use and the related map 
identifying the site is clearly 
labelled and titled. 
 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.40 

Section 9.0 
Policy SA02: Local 
Green Spaces 

The sites listed below and identified on the Policies Map are designated as Local 
Green Spaces and developers will be required to protect and enhance these 
spaces. The areas at Jubilee Wood and Rack Park identified on Policy Map 2 
‘Jubilee Wood’ and Policy Map 3 ‘Rack Park’ are designated as Local Green 
Spaces and any development proposals within their boundaries will be 
required to protect and enhance the quality of these spaces and the 
contribution they make to community recreation. 
 

To adjust wording and clear 
labelling of the related maps. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.42 

Section 9.0 
Policy SA03: Site 
North of New Street 

This site is allocated for residential development (C3) and planning applications 
will be supported which meet the following criteria: 
 

To simplify the policy, 
removing unnecessary and 
detailed criteria to improve its 



• be of highly sustainable design; 
• enhance the setting of the local buildings in the vicinity; 
• conserve and promote the use of building materials which are in 
keeping with the landscape character; 
• provide pedestrian and cycle links; and 
• use developer contributions towards public transport network links. 
Residential proposals on the “Site North of New Street”, identified on Policy 
Map 4, will be supported, provided they are of a high quality design that 
respects the local character, including in the use of external materials. 

applications as a development 
management tool and clearer 
labelling of the related map. 

Section 5.0 
Paragraph 5.44 

Section 9.0 
Policy SA04: 
Sheperd’s Ham 
Allotments 

This site identified on Policy Map 5 as ‘Sheperd’s Ham allotments’ shall be 
safeguarded is allocated for allotment use., to meet current and future demand 
in Great Torrington. 

To adjust wording and clear 
labelling of the related map. 

 

 


